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MARS WHISKY HISTORY

1872

Matsuzaemon Hombo
(1856-1928)

1909 1949 1960

1872 is the year of the official 
founding of the Hombo

company by Matsuzaemon
Hombo in Kagoshima.

The company initially started 
out in cotton processing and 

rapeseed production.

CREATION OF 
HOMBO

Hombo Family

DISTILLATION BEGINS

Start of distillation for Hombo
Family: Shochu production in 

Kaghoshima south Japan.

Mr.  IWAI&
1 st WHISKY LISENCE

Mr Iwai became an adviser of 
Hombo company about 

whisky. In 1949, they added 
whisky to their range.

Mars started to release 
blended whisky in 1950s..

Kiichiro Iwai
(1883-1966)

Yamanashi Factory

1 st DISTILLERY

A distillery in Isawa under the 
direction of Mr Iwai was built 

near the future distillery of 
Shinshu (Komagatake).



1969

A distillery in 
Kagoshima was built 

near the future 
distillery of Tsunuki.

2 nd WHISKY 
LISENCE

1985

Pot stills designed under 
Iwai’s direction

Shinshu Distillery was 
built in 1985, close to 
the old Yamanashi 

first distillery.

SHINSHU

1992

Shinshu Distillery

Mars’ distillery in 
Shinshu was 
mothballed.

THE CLOSURE

2011

Shinshu Distillery

Mars’ distillery in 
Shinshu restarted 

distilling.

THE REBORN

2016

Tsunuki Distillery

Tsunuki Distillery & 
Yakushima Aging 
Cellar were built in 

2016 to increase Mars’ 
capacities of 

production and 
maturation.

CREATION OF 
TSUNUKI & 

YAKUSHIMA

MARS WHISKY HISTORY

Pot Still for
World Awarded Whisky



EXPERIMENTAL
Having 3 aging sites throughout Japan gave Mars 
the opportunity to experiment over the years. They 
can produce whiskies in different climates and 
understand its impact.

CRAFT
In terms of capacity, Mars is 60 times smaller than 
the biggest distillery of Japan. As a craft distillery, 
Mars chose to have 2 distilleries their production 
into 2 Distilleries, even though they could increase 
their original site.

HISTORIC
Founded in 1872, Mars has over 100 years 
experience in the Spirits Industry. From Japanese 
local Spirit – Shochu – to wine and whisky ; Hombo
Shuzo has a strong experience in distillation and 
blending.

VALUES



MARS PRODUCTION & AGING SITES

Founded in 1985 in the heart of the 
Japanese Alps, Shinshu distillery was

closed between 1992 and 2011. Shinshu 
distillery is located in Miyadamura, at 

the foot of the Komagatake mountain
which inspired the name of all the 

Single Malt distilled at the distillery. 

The island has belonged to the UNESCO World Heritage 
Since 1993, the climate is hot and tropical with a high 
percentage of humidity. It is said « it rains 35-days a 
month ». This extreme climate as well offres to Mars a 
different aging environment with a higher angel share.

This second distillery was opened in 2016 in 
the Kagoshima district, the native place of 
Hombo Shuzo company. Located in the 
Southern part of Japan, Tsunuki is hidden 
by low montains: Mount Choya (513 
meters) and Mount Kurata (475 meters), 
where the water used for dilution and 
distillation comes from.
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TSUNUKI DISTILLERY

YAKUSHIMA AGING CELLAR

SHINSHU DISTILLERY



SHINSHU DISTILLERY

Located at 800 meters above sea level,
with cool temperatures in winter and
hot temperatures in summer. These
extreme climate conditions influence
the flavours and slow maturation of
whisky. The spring water, coming from
the mount Kiso is granit-filtered before
being used for production.

Altitude             798m

Angel’s Share   3-4%

Temperature    -15 / 33

Humidity           71,6%



TSUNUKI DISTILLERY

This part of Japan benefits from hot
and very humid summer and cold
winters.
Facilities are differently designed than
the ones in Shinshu.
The main change consists in the still
design: the wash still is onion shaped,
while the spirit still is straight-headed,
and both necks are 10 degrees smaller
that Shinshu to aim at a heavier style.

Altitude           60m

Angel’s Share   5-7%

Temperature -2 / 36

Humidity         72,3%



YAKUSHIMA CELLAR

Altitude            50m

Angel’s Share   7-9%

Temperature 5 / 35

Humidity         79,2%

The island belongs to the UNESCO World Heritage since 1993. The
climate is hot and tropical with a high percentage of humidity. It is said
that “it rains 35 days a month”. This extreme climate as well offers to
Mars a different ageing environment with a higher angel share.



MARS CLIMATE OVERVIEW
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Altitude             798m

Angel’s Share   3-4%

Temperature   -15 / 33

Humidity          71,6%

Altitude            60m

Angel’s Share   5-7%

Temperature -2 / 36

Humidity          72,3%

Altitude            50m

Angel’s Share   7-9%

Temperature 5 / 35

Humidity         79,2%



KASEI COSMO
The classic blended malt whisky of 
Mars, Maltage “Cosmo” features 
sweet, round flavor such as honey, 
caramel, and slightly peaty notes. 
Cosmo refers to the iconic 
mountain near the Mars Shinshu 
Distillery. The blended malt shows 
a great maturity while retaining 
the ardor of a young whisky. 

Nose: Soft vanilla notes up front, 
joined by sweet red fruit.

Palate: Orange and chocolate, fresh 
barley and toasty oak.

Finish: Dry and Rich. Fresh plum 
and white grape. Cereals and 
chocolate biscuits. 

Created by a blend of different 
casks selected by Hombo Shuzo, 
Kasei meaning Mars in Japanese, is 
the marriage of malt and grain 
whiskies, resulting in a remarkably 
smooth and round whisky. A 
veritable ambassador of the 
Japanese style. Kasei is a deep dive 
into poetic and dreamy Japan, 
where notes of white flowers meet 
the aromas of ripe fruits. It leaves 
in its wake a trace of smoke that 
gives this whisky even more depth.

Nose: White flower, and ripe fruit.

Palate: Warm. Honey notes, green 
apple and white grape.

Finish: Opulent. Citrus and vanilla.


